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Liberate data into actionable 
information 

 + Gain insights into the metrics most meaningful to

your brand - how often customers visit and how 

much they are spending - to create the foundation 

for intelligent marketing campaigns

 + Score your metrics and identify customers most at

risk of leaving 

 + Leverage real-time insight to drive intelligent

campaigns and prevent customer churn

 + Calculate backwards looking scores such as

recency, frequency and monetary spend as well as 

forward-looking metrics such as probability of churn 

and customer lifetime value  

CUSTOMER VALUE CALCULATION

RECENCY FREQUENCY SPEND

Sophisticated modeling, 
simple reporting 

 + Track and capture data from all channels in your

customer journey and combine each source to provide 

robust customer-level analytics, eliminating blind spots or 

separate instances in reporting

 + Leverage sophisticated machine-learning models to

predict customer lifetime value and propensity to churn; 

layer in product recommendations and next best offers 

for deeper engagement tactics 

 + Review the effectiveness of campaigns in easy to use

dashboards

 + Define audience segments that are dynamically updated

as customers take actions and move throughout 

segments 

CUSTOMER 
ANALYTICS

You’re collecting customer data from a variety of 

sources: POS systems, mobile, online ordering, 

web ordering, social media and more. However, 

combining all of this customer data into a single 

profile is difficult and makes personalized outreach 

nearly impossible. 

With SessionM, seamlessly combine customer data 

from various sources to execute smart interactions 

based on behaviors and preferences.  Analyze the 

metrics you are calculating - specifically recency, 

frequency, and churn - with real-time insight so you 

can execute intelligent engagements to increase 

spend and reduce churn. 
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Smarter Interactions For More Loyal, Profitable Customers 

Our platform couples a real-time understanding of customer behavior as it happens with an ability 

to respond to that behavior across any channel in milliseconds, resulting in happier, more profitable 

and more loyal consumers.

SEGMENT BY CUSTOMER LIFETIME VALUE

PRODUCT RECOMMENDATION ENGINE

Confidently trigger the next best action 

 + Our robust product recommendation engine uses

historical purchase behavior to predict the probability 

of “liking” a specific product or group of products

 + Automate the next best interaction with pre-defined

rules engine, journey mapping or behavior building 

algorithms 

 + Access real-time interaction data to implement self

optimizating campaigns 

 + Predict and deliver the next best offer or engagement

for customers at a granular, individual level

 + Rank next best product offerings by probability from

highest to lowest with the option to manually add 

weights to results

 + Promote new products where there is not enough

history to provide strong probabilities; weighting 

can help determine product pairings for certain 

campaigns


